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Poll Tracks Dramatic Rise  

In Support for Gay Marriage  
 

Support for gay marriage reached a new high in the latest ABC News/Washington Post poll, 

marking a dramatic change in public attitudes on the subject across the past decade. Fifty-eight 

percent of Americans now say it should be legal for gay and lesbian couples to wed. 

 

That number has grown sharply in ABC News/Washington Post polls, from a low of 32 percent 

in a 2004 survey of registered voters, advancing to a narrow majority for the first time only two 

years ago, and now up again to a significant majority for the first time. 

 

Most Americans, moreover, say the U.S. Constitution should trump state laws on gay marriage, a 

question now before the U.S. Supreme Court. And – in another fundamental shift – just 24 

percent now see homosexuality as a choice, down from 40 percent nearly 20 years ago. It’s a 

view that closely relates to opinions on the legality of same-sex marriage. 

 

Intensity of sentiment about gay marriage also shows considerable change in this poll, produced 

for ABC by Langer Research Associates. In 2004, strong opponents outnumbered strong 

http://www.langerresearch.com/
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supporters by a broad 34 percentage points. Today strong supporters are ascendant, 

outnumbering strong opponents by 11 points. 

 

CHANGE – Results of this survey extend evidence of a remarkable transformation in public 

attitudes. Views on basic social issues often move slowly, if at all. Support for gay marriage, 

though, has gone from 47 percent to today’s 58 percent in just the last three years – culminating 

a period of change first endorsed by some state courts, then by some political figures, notably 

with Barack Obama expressing support for same sex-marriage last May, a position he went on to 

underscore in his second inaugural address in January.  

 

Gay marriage today is legal in nine states and the District of Columbia, and civil unions are legal 

in eight more states (and were approved last week by the state Legislature in a ninth, Colorado). 

Thirty-one states ban gay marriage by constitutional amendment. 

 

Sharp differences across groups remain, but there have been large advances across the board. In 

one striking gap, gay marriage is supported by a vast 81 percent of adults younger than 30, 

compared with just 44 percent of seniors. But that’s up by more than 10 points in both groups 

just since March 2011, and by more than 20 points in both groups since 2004, the low point for 

gay marriage support in ABC/Post polls. 

 

On the political front, 72 percent of Democrats and 62 percent of independents favor legalizing 

gay marriage, vs. far fewer Republicans, 34 percent. Still that’s up by 18 points among 

Republicans since 2004, as well as by 24 and 29 points among independents and Democrats, 

respectively.  

 

Similarly, while just 33 percent of conservatives support gay marriage, that’s up by 23 points 

from nine years ago. Support encompasses more than seven in 10 liberals and moderates alike, 

with the greatest growth among moderates, 31 points higher now than in 2004.  

 

Sentiment among religious groups shows the same kinds of trends. Among non-evangelical 

white Protestants, 70 percent in this poll support gay marriage, compared with fewer than half as 

many of those who describe themselves as evangelicals, 31 percent. But that’s up by a nearly 

identical 25 and 24 points among these groups, respectively, since 2004. Support for gay 

marriage also is up, by 19 points, among Catholics, to 59 percent. 
 

                               % Support for gay marriage   

                                   Now   8/04   Change 

                All                58     32     +26 points 

 

                Men                54     30     +24  

                Women              61     35     +26 

                       

                18-29              81     57*    +24  

                30-64              56     33     +23 

                65+                44     18     +26 

 

                Democrats          72     43     +29 

                Republicans        34     16     +18 

                Independents       62     38     +24 
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                Liberals           74     58     +16  

                Moderates          71     40     +31 

                Conservatives      33     10     +23 

 

                Whites             57     34     +23 

                Nonwhites          61     28     +33 

 

                Catholics          59     40     +19  

 

                White Protestants: 

                 Evangelical       31      7     +24 

                 Non-evangelical   70     45     +25 

 

      *March and August 2004 results netted for adequate sample size 

 

 

CHOICE? – As noted, just 24 percent of Americans now see homosexuality as “something 

people choose to be,” down from 40 percent in an ABC/Post poll in 1994 and 33 percent (among 

likely voters) in 2004; the rest, 62 percent, instead say it’s “just the way they are,” up from just 

fewer than half in 1994. 

 

 
 

It matters quite a lot: Among the declining number of people who see homosexuality as a choice, 

just 29 percent support gay marriage, with nearly seven in 10 opposed. Among those who reject 

this view, support for same-sex marriage soars to 73 percent. 
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There’s one especially dramatic difference in seeing homosexuality as a choice: Forty-five 

percent of evangelical white Protestants hold this view, among the most to say so in any group 

tested; among non-evangelical white Protestants, 13 percent agree, among the fewest. Those are 

down from 1994 by similar margins – 15 and 18 points, respectively. 

 

CONSTITUTION – The Supreme Court has scheduled hearings on gay marriage next week, 

including challenges to a vote in California barring gay marriage, and to the federal Defense of 

Marriage Act, which defines marriage as between a woman and a man, denying married gay and 

lesbian couples federal benefits given to married heterosexual couples. This poll suggests that the 

high court is the right place for it: Americans by nearly 2-l, 64-33 percent, say the legality of gay 

marriage “should be decided for all states on the basis of the U.S. Constitution” rather than by 

each state making its own law on the issue. 

 

That view, interestingly, is not much impacted by attitudes on the issue itself: Among supporters 

of gay marriage, 68 percent say the Constitution should rule; among opponents of gay marriage, 

62 percent say the same.  

 

Preference for a Constitution-based determination encompasses two-thirds or more of Democrats 

and independents, liberals and moderates alike; it’s lower, but still a majority, among 

conservatives (56 percent) and Republicans (54 percent). 

 

METHODOLOGY – This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by telephone March 

7-10, 2013, among a random national sample of 1,001 adults, including landline and cell-phone-

only respondents. Results have a margin of sampling error of 3.5 points, including design effect. 

Partisan divisions are 33-25-35 percent, Democrats-Republicans-independents. 

 

The survey was produced for ABC News by Langer Research Associates of New York, N.Y., 

with sampling, data collection and tabulation by Abt-SRBI of New York, N.Y. 

 

Analysis by Gary Langer. 

 

ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com at http://abcnews.com/pollingunit. 

 

Media contacts: David Ford, (212) 456-7243, and Julie Townsend, (212) 456-4934. 

    

Full results follow.     
 

*= less than 0.5 percent 

 

1-21, 25-31 previously released or held for release. 

 

22. On another subject, do you think it should be legal or illegal for gay and lesbian 

couples to get married? Do you feel that way strongly or somewhat? 

 

             --------- Legal ---------   -------- Illegal --------     No   

             NET   Strongly   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Strongly   opinion 

3/10/13      58       41         17      36        6         30         6 

8/5/12*      53       39         14      42       11         32         5 

5/20/12      53       39         14      39        7         32         8 

http://abcnews.go.com/PollingUnit/story?id=5984818&page=1
http://langerresearch.com/
http://abcnews.com/pollingunit
mailto:david.ford@abc.com
mailto:julie.townsend@abc.com
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3/10/12      52       36         17      43        7         36         5 

7/17/11      51       32         19      45        9         36         4 

3/13/11      53       36         17      44        9         35         3 

2/8/10       47       31         16      50        9         42         3 

4/24/09*     49       31         18      46        7         39         5 

6/4/06       36       24         13      58        7         51         5 

8/28/05      39       NA         NA      58       NA         NA         3 

8/29/04 RV   32       18         14      62       10         52         5  

3/7/04       38       24         14      59       11         48         3  

2/22/04      39       25         13      55        6         49         6  

1/18/04      41       NA         NA      55       NA         NA         4  

9/7/03       37        "          "      55        "          "         7  

*Washington Post/Kaiser 

**2009 "gay and lesbian" and "homosexual" wordings half sampled. 2005 "gay and 

lesbian", others "homosexual". 

 

 

23. Do you think each state should make its own law on whether same-sex marriage is 

legal or illegal there, or do you think this should be decided for all states on the 

basis of the U.S. Constitution? 

 

           States should    Should be decided       No 

           make own laws   by U.S. Constitution   opinion 

3/10/13          33                 64               3 

 

 

24. Do you think being homosexual is something that people choose to be, or do you 

think it's just the way they are? 

 

              Something that   The way      No 

              people choose    they are   opinion 

3/10/13             24            62        15 

10/14/04 LV         33            57        10 

6/26/94             40            49        11 

 
***END*** 

 


